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philosophy

PURE
SOLID WOOD
Our solid wood furniture makes for a healthy
sleeping environment. That’s no surprise –
after all, the trees come from healthy forests.
First they grow for decades in sustainable
forestry and then we prepare them with the
greatest of care. We finish the wooden surfaces
with pure natural oil. This retains all the
beneficial characteristics of the wood for your
home. The entire production process, from the
tree to the finished furniture, is in our hands. So
we can guarantee that the manufacture of our
solid wood furniture is environmentally friendly.

BENEFICIAL
ROOM CLIMATE
Genuine, open-pored solid wood brings comfort and warmth into your home.
It breathes, absorbs humidity, and then releases it again when the air is dry.
This creates a noticeably more pleasant atmosphere in the room. Wood also
has a natural anti-static effect and doesn’t attract dust.
You can find the TEAM 7 image video at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.
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DESIGN AND
INNOVATION

QUALITY
CRAFTSMANSHIP
We’ve been making furniture since 1959.
You can feel this experience. Every piece of
TEAM 7 furniture is unique: hand built in our
workshop by experienced joiners using
traditional Austrian artisan craftsmanship.
It guarantees the high quality of our products.
Just like our attention to detail, for example
when we assemble the fronts of our furniture
by hand during “painting with wood”.

durable and of lasting value
We create not only furniture, but also
values. Robust and durable, wood
ensures that our furniture has a long
life span. It therefore retains its
expressiveness over the years and gains
in value. No other material ages quite
as gracefully as genuine solid wood.

You can find the video about “painting with wood” at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

3-layer technology
In our board factory we produce
high-quality 3-layer boards that are
extremely stable. This technology
opens up unique possibilities for
design and function.

We believe that sustainability begins with the

frameworks for our wardrobes guarantee

design process. After all, people only want

optimum stability and many years of use – no

to hold on to things which bring them lasting

matter how often you move house. And in order

enjoyment. That’s why our bedroom furniture

for you to enjoy your bed night after night, we’ve

has a timeless beauty. Metal-free wooden

developed the ergonomically designed aos

jointing in our beds and high-quality wooden

sleeping system made of all-natural materials.
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INDIVIDUALLY
PLANNED
Our consultants plan your bedroom
according to your ideas and available space.
Every single piece of furniture is designed
in accordance with your wishes and perfectly
reflects your individual needs. This means
that you can choose from various bed models,
matching occasional furniture and versatile
cabinets. Numerous types of wood, as well as
different materials and colours offer you
plenty of freedom in the design.

What’s your favourite colour?
Choose the exact colour you desire for
all glass surfaces. The entire colour range
of the NCS colours is available to you
(surcharge applies).

CUSTOM MADE
Our furniture is not produced for a warehouse, it is created in
response to customer requests. Manufacturing exclusively
made to order means we have maximum flexibility to realise your
dream living space. A wide range of designs for beds, occasional
furniture and wardrobes, with the option to adjust heights,
widths and depths* to your requirements means we can plan
the layout individually for you – or even design specially for you.
*Size reductions only possible for certain models.
More information is available from your TEAM 7 dealer.
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solid wood bed
We guarantee that there’s one thing you
won’t find in any of our bed connections:
metal. This is how we prevent the
amplification of existing magnetic fields.

aos sleeping system
Our aos sleeping system gives you
everything you need for comfortable sleep:
the perfect support for your spine, optimal
ventilation, and natural materials.

sleep accessories
The finishing touch for your sleeping
pleasure: customisable pillows for proper
reclining and blankets made of natural
materials for a perfect sleeping climate.

You can find the video about our aos sleeping system
at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

aos
sleeping system
with topper

THE NATURAL BED:
HEALTHY SLEEP
FROM A TO ZZZZ.
it´s a tree story.

Although we build furniture, we believe comfortable

for healthy sleep, metal-free solid wood

sleep goes far beyond just a good bed. We know

beds, the ergonomic aos sleeping system,

how important it is to regenerate every night. That’s

and high-quality pillows and duvets.

why we make sure you have everything you need
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NATURAL
MATERIALS
Wood, glass, leather, fabric, natural latex,
cotton, sheep’s wool, and TENCEL /maize
®

fibre: it’s important to us that the materials
used in our bedroom furniture, both in the
internal elements of the beds and in the
accessories, are natural and provide a
sleeping environment that is free from
harmful substances, while also offering
optimal support for your nightly regeneration.
As a result you’ll be able to sleep healthily
and in harmony with nature.
The ultimate natural sleeping pleasure is
offered by our float bed, where even the
upholstery of the headboard is made of
natural coconut fibre.

pure solid wood

leather

Pure solid wood affects the quality of your

Leather is a treated animal skin, and is

living environment more than almost any other

therefore a natural material with all its

material. Its positive features are revealed

associated natural characteristics. These

particularly in the bedroom. To preserve them,

characteristics attest to the product’s

we finish the wooden surfaces of our furniture

authenticity and give the soft, breathable

exclusively with pure natural oil, which allows

material a unique look.

the wood to remain porous and breathable.
It’s free of pollutants, has antibacterial and
antistatic effects.
Genuine wood has a soothing influence on our
subjective perception. Even the smell alone
conjures up positive feelings. The essential oils
of various wood types, such as swiss pine, play
a key role when it comes to the quality of the
regeneration phases – particularly during the

fabric

important hours of the night.

Our fabrics are mostly made of natural

The warm, gentle feel of the open-pore wooden

materials. Depending on the fabric collection,

surfaces also evokes a sense of well-being and

this may be pure sheep’s wool, a fibre which

relaxation. And this means building up your

is obtained from sheep’s fleece, or viscose,

strength and energy.

a cellulose fibre obtained from wood.

glass

coconut fibre

Glass is made from natural and nature-identical

Coconut fibre is a purely plant-based padding

raw materials. Glass itself is also an important raw

material. It is derived from the coconut’s outer

material when it comes to glass production. Because

shell and characterised by its low weight and

glass is 100% recyclable, it can be melted down and

high elasticity. Breathable and moisture-

reworked, over and over again.

resistant, it helps to keep a dry sleeping climate.
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float bed | wood type walnut, tartufo natural leather
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float

float
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100% natural, a filling made of latex-coated coconut fibres and
cotton fleece provides natural padding for the headboard
100% handcrafted, high-quality padding and stable corner joints
made of solid wood

fig. above and right: float bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type walnut,
tartufo natural leather | float bedside cabinet with slide and

float
Our float bed, when combined with high mattresses,
offers a typical appearance for box spring beds
with a high sitting edge, and yet at the same time
fascinates with its unique visual impression of
lightness. The high-quality stitching of the leather
headboard emphasises the elegance of the bed.

wood top, 60 × 64.5 × 42 cm (w × h × d), wood type walnut
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float

float

Sleeping becomes a new experience
with float. Made of solid natural wood,
it retains its unique sense of lightness even
in combination with a thick mattress.
Kai Stania, designer

float
As though it were growing like a tree, the
bed frame seems to transition seamlessly
into the wooden headboard. The base headboard looks just as refined and is almost the
same height as the foot of the bed.
fig. above: float bed with wooden headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type oak | side table loup,
wood type oak, black-brown leather

float
Clear lines between bed and headboard.
A fine groove divides the bed frame of the
float bed and makes it appear delicate.
A deep seam, the distinctive design of the
fabric headboard, draws on the elegant lines.
fig.: float bed with fabric headboard, 180 × 200 cm,
wood type oak, Canvas 134 fabric | float bedside cabinet
floating freely with glass top, 60 × 9.7 × 35.6 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak, matt medium grey glass

float bed base

float bed with wooden headboard

float bed with leather headboard

float bed with fabric headboard
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float

float | loup

float
The float bedside cabinet can be
mounted on the wall with an elegant
solid wood slide or free floating. The
base of the stand-alone version offers
an additional storage surface.
fig. left: float bedside cabinet with two slides,
one drawer and wood top, 60 × 48.6 × 42 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak

loup
loup is a real all-rounder and fits
wonderfully in all living areas. The
core design element consists of two
rings and is connected by a vertical
bar. The table top insert can be
selected in leather or coloured glass.
fig. right: loup side table, wood type oak, matt

float
In every detail, the design of the float
bedside cabinet is perfectly coordinated
with the float bed. The front height
corresponds precisely either to half, or the
entire height of the bedsides – depending
on the choice of the drawer size. Even the
harmonic round curves of the bed corners
are reflected in the bedside cabinets.
fig. above: float bedside cabinet with slide and wood
top, 60 × 64.5 × 42 cm (w × h × d), wood type walnut
fig. left: float bedside cabinet, floating freely with
a large drawer and wood top, 60 × 19.1 × 35.6 cm
(w × h × d), wood type walnut

white glass | wood type oak, black-brown leather
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flexible interior, drawers with variable partitioning
loving details, stylish handles made from genuine leather

fig. above and right: open wardrobe, wood type walnut

wardrobe system
Our custom-made wardrobes, built from pure
solid wood, are perfectly fitted to suit your
personal needs. With an extensive and functional
interior, our wardrobes offer perfect comfort
and the best possible overview of your clothing.

riletto bed | wood type oak white oil, white leather
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riletto

riletto
Precise proportions and recessed slides give
the impression that the riletto bed is floating.
The optional stylish consoles can be equipped
with a practical drawer if desired. Keep everything close at hand for a naturally beautiful
start to the day with the riletto make-up table.
fig. left page: riletto bed with consoles, 180 × 200 cm,
wood type oak white oil, white leather
fig. above: riletto console with drawer and mirror,
130 × 100.8 × 45.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak white oil,
white leather | girado chair, wood type oak white oil,
white leather, matt aluminum frame
fig. left: riletto console, wood type oak white oil
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riletto

riletto

Artisan craftsmanship with lovingly finished details and a beautifully light,
floating appearance define the exceptionally elegant style of the riletto bed.
Kai Stania, designer

riletto
The headboard and sides of the riletto
bed can be selected in leather or solid

riletto
The harmonious interplay of solid wood
and leather is characteristic of the
entire riletto line. The leather-covered

wood. Metal-free joints in the bed ensure
a healthy sleep environment and make
our bed particularly stable.
fig. above: riletto bed with consoles, 180 × 200 cm,
wood type walnut, anthracite leather

sides of the riletto bed are matched

fig. right: riletto bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type walnut,

by leather sides on the cabinets and

black-brown leather | riletto bedside cabinet, 51.4 × 38.8 ×

dressers, creating a wonderful contrast
to the wood.
fig. above: riletto dresser, 131.4 × 86.8 × 52.2 cm
(w × h × d), wood type walnut, tartufo natural leather
fig. left: riletto dresser, 159.5 × 86.8 × 52.2 cm
(w × h × d), wood type walnut, antique white leather

45.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type walnut, black-brown leather
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relief wardrobe | wood type walnut, matt taupe glass
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relief

relief
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relief, the millings diagonal to the grain emphasise the integrity of the wood
inner lighting, light strips on the doors for perfect illumination

fig. above and right: relief wardrobe,
wood type walnut, matt taupe glass

relief
The relief wardrobe is a masterpiece of
craftsmanship – both inside and out. On the
inside it’s clearly structured by practical
organisation aids. When it’s closed, it makes
an utterly vivacious impression with its
fascinating material mix of glass and wood.

nox bed | wood type oak, taupe leather
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nox

nox

A bed with style as uncompromising as the night
is dark: solid wood, harmonious design lines
revealing beautiful structural details, with a neat,
comfortably upholstered headboard, and an
impression of floating in the air. Done!
Jacob Strobel, designer

nox
Thick solid wood panels with delicately
rounded edges, and corner joints that
combine to form the elegant S-line
characterise the nox bed and occasional
furniture. The nox bed upholstered leather
headboard proves to be particularly
convenient due to its comfortable backrest,
enabling you to read in bed. The headboard
is also available in solid wood if you prefer.
fig. above: nox dresser, 131.2 × 71.5 × 48.2 cm (w × h × d),
wood type wild walnut
fig. left above: nox bed with upholstered headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type wild oak, dark brown leather
block of solid wood, smoked oak
fig. left below: nox bed with wooden headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type wild walnut | nox bedside cabinet,
61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type wild walnut
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nox | swiss pine

nox | swiss pine
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console, with an LED-light that can be adjusted vertically and horizontally
nox bedside cabinet, practical and well-arranged storage space
fig. top: nox bed with wooden headboard, 180 × 200 cm, wood type
swiss pine | console with light, 44 × 30 cm, wood type swiss pine
fig. bottom: nox bedside cabinet, 61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type swiss pine

fig. above: nox bed with wooden headboard, 180 × 200 cm, wood type

nox | swiss pine
Swiss pine is known as the “queen of the alps”,
and has a delightful scent which soothes the
senses. Its precious, essential oils have a relaxing
effect. Swiss pine enhances sleep quality, helps
reduce heartrate, accelerates recovery of the
autonomic nervous system during sleep, and
thus improves overall well-being.

swiss pine | nox bedside cabinet, 61.2 × 39.5 × 41.8 cm (w × h × d),
wood type swiss pine | sidekick side table, wood type swiss pine
fig. left: nox dresser, 131.2 × 71.5 × 48.2 cm (w × h × d),
wood type swiss pine
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nox

nox
At the centre of the nox wardrobe is a
large sliding door made of solid wood
with an impressive material thickness. It
can be moved smoothly in both directions
and comes softly to rest in the centre.
fig.: nox wardrobe, 290 × 240 × 66.8 cm (w × h × d), wood type
wild oak, interior wood type beech, matt white glass
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mylon bed | wood type oak, Canvas 734 fabric
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mylon

mylon

mylon is defined by a combination of
strong, straight lines and precise curves
in its details. This concept is characteristic
of all the furniture in the mylon family.
Jacob Strobel, designer

mylon | console
The sophisticated interaction of different
materials gives our mylon bed its attractively
slim appearance. The mylon bench is the
perfect complement – useful as a seat or a
place to put things. Under the soft-close
lid there is a practical storage space. The
console is simple to install and offers a flexible
alternative to the classic bedside cabinet.
fig. above: mylon bed, 180 × 200 cm, wood type oak,
Maple 722 fabric | mylon bedside cabinet with drawer,
49.8 × 39.5 × 37.4 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak

mylon
The mylon bed and occasional furniture are
made of solid wood, to ensure the environment
in your bedroom stays healthy. And they look
great together, too. The mylon bedside cabinet

mylon bench, 180.4 cm, wood type oak, Maple 722 fabric

and dressers have elegantly slender legs and

fig. right: console, 44 × 30 cm, wood type oak

neat curves, like the bed itself.

fig. below: mylon bench, 180.4 cm, wood type oak,

fig. above left: mylon dresser, 134.8 × 87.5 × 43.8 cm

Maple 722 fabric

(w × h × d), wood type oak
fig. above right: mylon dresser, 84.8 × 119.5 × 43.8 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak
fig. below left: mylon bedside cabinet, 49.8 × 39.5 × 37.4 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak
fig. below right: mylon bedside cabinet with drawer,
49.8 × 39.5 × 37.4 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak
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slatted headboard, artisan craftsmanship with great precision
footboard, solid wood in a sophisticated design style

fig. above and right: mylon bed with slat headboard, leather bedsides

mylon
Design your mylon bed however you like! For
example, with the elegant slat headboard and
the optional footboard. As an alternative to
leather or fabric, you can also design your
mylon bed with sides made of pure solid wood.
fig. right: mylon bed with slat headboard and wooden bedsides,
180 × 200 cm, wood type oak

and footboard, 180 × 200 cm, wood type walnut, antique white leather
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the feel of nature, elegantly angled handle made of solid wood
everything in order, concise and high-quality interior fittings

fig. above and right: lunetto wardrobe, 322 × 227.2 × 63.9 cm (w × h × d),
wood type oak, interior wood type beech, matt white glass

lunetto
You can recognise the lunetto hinged door
wardrobe by its characteristic horizontal
wood grain. And like all TEAM 7 wardrobes,
the lunetto wardrobe is also always custom
made – perfectly tailored to your needs.
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lunetto

lunetto

lunetto
Genuine solid wood also makes the interior
of our wardrobes a real eye catcher. An
optional high-quality LED-lighting system
ensures the right lighting. Wooden shelves
used to connect individual wardrobe
cubicles offer open storage space for
decorative accessories and bring comfort
to your bedroom.
fig.: lunetto wardrobe, 322 × 227.2 × 63.9 cm (w × h × d),
wood type oak, interior wood type beech, matt white glass
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lunetto bed | wood type beech heartwood
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lunetto

lunetto

lunetto
The delicate material thickness allows the
lunetto bed to appear particularly light, while
traditional wooden joints provide maximum
stability. You can choose between solid wood
and relief for the headboard.
fig. left: lunetto bed with wooden headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type beech heartwood
fig. above: lunetto bed with wooden headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type oak | lunetto bedside cabinet,
51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm (w × h × d), wood type oak
fig. below: lunetto bed with relief wooden headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type walnut | lunetto bedside cabinet,
51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm (w × h × d), wood type walnut,
matt white glass
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lunetto

lunetto
The cleverly mitred corner joints are
characteristic throughout the lunetto
range. They provide stability for the solid
wood bodies of the bedside cabinet and
dressers. You can design the lunetto
bedside cabinet with drawers or with
shelves made of solid wood or glass.
fig. above: lunetto bedside cabinet, 51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm
(w × h × d), wood type walnut, matt white glass
fig. right: lunetto bedside cabinet, 51.2 × 39.5 × 42 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak
fig. below: lunetto dresser, 101.2 × 71.5 × 42 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak

lunetto
Elegance meets comfort in our lunetto
occasional furniture, with handle-free
drawers that open softly at just a light
touch, presenting their equally beautiful,
genuine solid wood interior.
fig. above: lunetto dresser, 101.2 × 87.5 × 42 cm (w × h × d),
wood type beech heartwood, matt white glass
fig. left: beech interior
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pull-out trouser hanger, clear storage and convenient access
soft wardrobe, optional passe-partout with LED-lighting
fig. below: soft wardrobe, 242 × 240 × 63.6 cm (w × h × d),
wood type oak, interior wood type beech, glossy taupe glass

fig. above: soft wardrobe, 290 × 227.2 × 64.7 cm (w × h × d), wood type
beech heartwood, interior wood type beech, matt white glass

soft
The soft hinged door wardrobe impresses
with its sleek, modest design and highquality craftsmanship. The vertical wood
grain of the large doors, manufactured
using the particularly stable 3-layer
technology, is a characteristic feature.

sesam bed | wood type alder
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sesam

sesam
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for wood lovers, drawers with traditional wood connections
slender legs, rounded and tapered bed feet

fig. above and right: sesam bed with wooden infill headboard,
180 × 200 cm, wood type alder | sesam bedside cabinet,

sesam
Our sesam bed is simple in design yet
nevertheless has plenty to offer: traditional,
metal-free wood connections, resilient
artisan craftsmanship, and 100% solid wood.
fig. right: sesam bed with horizontal rungs,
180 × 200 cm, wood type beech heartwood

49 × 43 × 40 cm (w × h × d), wood type alder
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sesam

sesam

sesam
The best companions to the sesam bed
are the bedside cabinet and chest of
drawers of the same name. Different
types of wood and models offer you wide
freedom of design and can be adapted
to your personal storage needs.
fig. left page: sesam dresser, 105 × 76.3 × 43.6 cm
(w × h × d), wood type alder
fig. above: sesam bedside cabinet, 49 × 43 × 40 cm
(w × h × d), wood type beech heartwood
fig. below left: sesam dresser, 55 × 108.3 × 43.6 cm
(w × h × d), wood type beech heartwood
fig. below right: sesam dresser, 55 × 108.3 × 43.6 cm
(w × h × d), wood type beech heartwood
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first-class comfort, soft-close sliding doors glide open and closed
open shelves, space for your favourite decorative pieces
fig. top: valore sliding door wardrobe, 386 × 240 × 67.1 cm
(w × h × d), wood type oak, matt white glass

fig. above and right below: valore corner cabinet, 302 × 240 × 210 cm
(w × h × d), wood type alder, matt pebble glass

valore
Whether with hinged or sliding doors: The
valore wardrobe provides adequate storage
space. Same as the practical interior, there
are many options for the exterior. Choose
doors in solid wood, coloured glass, or in a
combination of both.
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haiku | hood | hood+

sol | hi!

hood is an attitude expressed in furniture: powerful,
genuine through and through, natural and grounded.
Sebastian Desch, designer

haiku | hood | hood+

sol | hi!

Whether it‘s standing on the floor,

Smart additions for your bedroom: Our sol

mounted, or leaning casually against

solo piece makes a stylish dressing table

the wall – our haiku mirror always looks

with some clever functional features. The hi!

stylish. The expansive arms and convenient

side table is mobile and versatile, always at

hanging points on our hood clothes rack

hand when you need a convenient place to

offer plenty of room for your clothing. Big

put things. And with its optional LED-lamp it

brother hood+ is even more generous –

provides just the right light for reading.

available in either 110 or 130 cm widths.
fig. above: haiku mirror panel, wood type oak
hood+ clothes rack and clothes hanger, wood type

fig. above: sol solo piece, wood type walnut, antique white
leather | girado chair, wood type walnut, antique white
leather, glossy aluminium frame

oak | hi! side table with shoehorn, wood type oak,

fig. right from left to right: hi! side table, wood type

leather piping

oak white oil, leather piping and leather strap | with

fig. right: hood clothes rack, wood type oak | hood+
clothes rack and clothes hanger, wood type walnut

shoehorn, wood type oak, leather piping | wood type
walnut, clear glass, leather strap | with reading light,
wood type walnut, leather piping
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bed interiors

bed interiors

NATURALLY
HEALTHY SLEEP
ENVIRONMENT
At night we recharge our energy and strength
for the next day. This is the time for our brains to
process the impressions of the day. The immune
system winds down at the same time, which makes
our bodies more susceptible to outside influences.
That is why a healthy and restful sleep environment
is the be-all and end-all for us humans. It is clear
to us that only natural materials and the perfect
interaction of bed, interior and accessories offer
optimal sleeping pleasure.

natural latex

TENCEL®/maize fibre

The material produced from the latex sap of the

TENCEL® is made from the cellulose of beech trees.

rubber tree is impressive due to its excellent

It absorbs moisture and then quickly releases it

point elasticity and breathability. Its continuously

again, creating a comfortable sleeping environment.

high adaptability makes natural latex an ideal

Maize fibre has a heat-insulating effect, and high

choice for optimal spine support in any sleeping

bulking power. Both fibres are washable and well-

position – for many years.

suited for people with allergies.

pure solid wood

cotton

sheep’s wool

Genuine, open-pore solid wood

Cotton, derived from the seed fibres of the

Sheep’s wool is a natural product made from

plays a key role in the bedroom.

cotton plant, is by nature a resilient, durable

sheep’s fleece. It can absorb up to 33% of its

The pleasant smell and warm feel

fibre. It is extremely skin-friendly and soft.

own weight in moisture without feeling damp,

is enough to evoke a sense of well-

It also balances temperatures by releasing

providing a healthy and dry sleeping climate.

being and relaxation in us humans.

excess heat to the outside.

In addition, it’s also naturally self-cleaning.
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aos

mattress

slip cover

The aos mattress consists of 100%

The aos slip cover is made of natural

natural latex derived from the sap of

materials and combines the spring element

the rubber tree.

and mattress into a compact unit.

75

height: 10 cm | 15 cm

total height: 26 cm
(with a mattress height
of 10 cm)

You can find the video about our aos sleeping system

AOS –
THE ART OF SLEEP

at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

Our holistic, ergonomically designed aos sleeping
system adapts to your individual needs and your sleeping
position. It is the ideal complement for our solid wood beds
and consists of a fitted frame, spring element, mattress,
and slip cover or under-bedding. The individual components

spring element

fitted frame

are made of natural and renewable resources: wood, natural

The aos spring element has an intelligent

Just like the rest of the sleeping system,

latex, cotton, sheep’s wool, TENCEL and maize fibre.

construction that adjusts to various sleeping

the aos fitted frame creates a stable base

positions. It ensures that the pressure is

and is 100% metal-free. Alternatively,

properly distributed and provides the best

you can select either a manually or an

possible support for your spine.

electrically adjustable fitted frame.

height: 12 cm

height: 4 cm | 8 cm

®
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aos

aos

HEALTHY SLEEP
Our aos sleeping system has undergone extensive emissions
and pollutant tests to check for any health risks. As a result
of these tests, it has been awarded the eco-INSTITUTE label.
This quality seal indicates products that support a healthy
living environment that is free from harmful substances.
So for everyone whose one wish is a good night’s sleep:
it will be a very good one with aos.

mattress
Our aos mattress only yields where a force is
applied. This ensures optimised pressure relief
and ideal blood circulation. It is made of 100%
natural latex and is available in two levels of
firmness, soft and hard, as well as in two height
options, 10 or 15 cm. It is attached to the aos
spring element with a zipper.

ID 1215 - 33411 - 001

fitted frame

slip cover

The aos fitted frame is available in either spruce

The removable upper part of the slip cover is

or swiss pine. The manually-adjustable fitted

made of 100% pure cotton (certified organic

frame also in beech offers seven inclines for the

cotton), quilted with self-cleaning sheep’s wool.

head and three for the feet area. The electric

Of course you can also opt for the washable,

fitted frames adjustment is unrestricted.

hypoallergenic version made of TENCEL®/maize.
Alternatively, there is the aos sleeping system
with an under-bedding made of sheep’s wool
or TENCEL®. A partner cover is available for
both versions.

spring element

topper

Seven latex strips covered in cotton, with

The optional aos topper made from premium

sophisticated structural positioning, and

talalay latex provides additional comfort. Together

rimellas made of elastic ash ensure precise

with the 15 cm thick mattress, it makes the aos

support for your body – whether you’re lying

sleeping system feel like a box-spring. The higher

on your back, stomach, or side. The rimellas

seating edge makes it easier to get in and out of

can be separately removed and adjusted to

bed. The aos topper is also available as a partner

customise the sleeping system. Their ribbed

cover in a width of up to 200 cm.

surface and construction from individual
components provide the optimal ventilation
of the spring element.
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classic

classic

MATTRESSES
Seven zones, subdivided into the shoulder, pelvis, and foot
areas provide our classic mattresses with pressure relief
that precisely conformes to your body contours, thus creating
ergonomically healthy sleeping comfort. High-quality cotton
covers quilted with TENCEL®/maize fibre promote a good
moisture balance and pleasant sleeping climate.

SLATTED FRAMES
AND SLAT BASES
Combined with our slatted frames and slat bases, our classic
classic natural latex 17 (representative photo)

classic natural latex 21 (representative photo)

mattresses offer superior comfort. With fifty three-dimensional,

100% natural latex

100% natural latex

independent plates made of beech mounted on spring slats,

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm

the classic flex plate frame optimally conforms to the contours

height: 17 cm

height: 21 cm

of the sleeper’s body. Zones specially designed to support

cover: natural cotton double-layered fabric (certified

cover: natural cotton double-layered fabric (certified

shoulders and heels as well as additional inserts to adjust

classic flex plate frame

organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable,

organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable,

firmness for the lumbar region enable individual settings.

height: 11 cm

temperature-sensitive TENCEL /maize fibre, washable,

temperature-sensitive TENCEL /maize fibre, washable,

Our classic slatted frame is also very flexible, thanks to the

metal-free

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

28 movable spring slats. It is available with fixed or with

special shoulder and heel comfort zone

manually adjustable head and foot elements.

individual lumbar adjustment options

®

®

classic latex 17 (representative photo)

classic latex 21 (representative photo)

at least 20% natural latex

at least 20% natural latex

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm

degree of firmness: medium-firm or firm

classic fixed slatted frame

classic adjustable slatted frame

height: 17 cm

height: 21 cm

height: 10 cm

height: 10 cm

cover: natural cotton double-layered fabric (certified

cover: natural cotton double-layered fabric (certified

metal-free

metal-free

organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable,

organic cotton), quilted with 600 g/m² breathable,

ergonomic shoulder area

ergonomic shoulder area

temperature-sensitive TENCEL®/maize fibre, washable,

temperature-sensitive TENCEL®/maize fibre, washable,

fixed

manually adjustable head and foot elements

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible

hypoallergenic, partner cover possible
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values

accessories

types of wood

ACCESSORIES
Your sleep climate has a considerable
influence on how restful your sleep is: if it is
too warm or cold your body has to react and
balance out the temperature. This impairs
regeneration. That’s why we make sure that
our covers are made of particularly climateand moisture-regulating materials. Your
sleeping pleasure is ensured with our
pillows, which support an ergonomically

alder

beech

beech heartwood

oak

wild oak

cherry

walnut

wild walnut

oak white oil

wild oak white oil

swiss pine not oiled

correct lying position.

wool pillow

TENCEL® pillow

latex moulded pillow

batting: wool bobbles

batting: PES-fibre balls

(individually customisable)

cover: 100% organic cotton

cover: 100% TENCEL®

batting: soft elastic talalay latex

(certified organic cotton and GOTS certified)

washable

cover: 37% lyocell, 63% polyester

washable

washable

year-round wool blanket

year-round blanket and

under-bedding TENCEL® or wool

batting: 100% merino sheep’s wool (COF)

summer blanket TENCEL®

batting: 100% TENCEL® or

batting weight: 400 g/m²

batting: 100% TENCEL

100% sheep’s wool

cover: 100% organic fine satin cotton

batting weight: 140 g/m² or 430 g/m²

batting weight: 500 g/m² or 400 g/m²

(certified organic cotton and GOTS certified)

cover: 100% TENCEL fine satin

cover: 100% fine fabric cotton

not washable

washable

washable

®

®
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values

values

WE ARE DEDICATED TO CREATING
FURNITURE THAT’S JUST
AS UNIQUE AS WOOD ITSELF.

ecolabel
The Austrian ecolabel shows that the wood we use
comes from sustainable forestry and contributes
to a healthy sleeping environment due to its special
surface treatment. It is also a mark of high-quality
products that excel in durability, serviceability, and

it´s a tree story.

simple day-to-day care

83

safety and comfort in daily use.

ISO, EMAS
Our solid wood furniture is not only pleasant

The EMAS certificate is proof of our sustainable

to the touch – it also holds up well with daily

production, efficient use of resources, and the fact that

use. Day-to-day cleaning just needs a dry or

we comply with the applicable environmental laws. As an

slightly damp cotton cloth.

ISO-certified company, we stand for the implementation
of internationally applicable standards in the areas of
environment, quality, and safety.

product care and repair

test lab
The open-pore finish of our wooden surfaces means that

Starting in the development phase, we test the

even small dents or scratches can be easily treated. Even

function, ergonomics, stability, and safety of our

the traces of many years of use can be removed: sand it

products comprehensively in our own laboratory,

down, apply oil, and you’re done. By the way, the solid wood

over thousands of cycles. Thus, by choosing

furniture feels most comfortable at a constant humidity

TEAM 7, you buy only custom-made furniture with

level of between 40% and 60%, and a room temperature of

perfected technology and function.

between 18° and 23° Celsius – just like us humans.

You can find the video about product care at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

You can find the video about the test lab at www.team7-design.com and on YouTube.

supply chain

conservation of resources

From the tree to the finished product: it’s in our hands.

Shopping with the right attitude. Contrary to the
current trends toward global sourcing, we have

every order custom made in our own workshops in Austria

always relied on regional partners and suppliers.
This ensures short transport routes and avoids
unnecessary emissions of harmful substances.
Plus, our regional, carefully selected supplier
network means more flexibility for our customers.
This not only protects nature, it also preserves
our independence.

TEAM 7
forest

TEAM 7
sawmill

TEAM 7
timber storage

TEAM 7
board factory

TEAM 7
furniture factories

TEAM 7
logistics centre

TEAM 7
partner

TEAM 7
customer

Errors and omissions excepted.
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